BIU Cyber Center Prizes of Excellence

The BIU Center for Research in Applied Cryptography and Cyber Security encourages publication at the top tier security conferences: IEEE Security and Privacy, Usenix Security, and ACM CCS. A prize of excellence of 4,000 NIS will be awarded to students publishing a paper at one of these venues. This prize will be increased to 5,000 NIS to any student publishing a single-author paper at one of these venues, or for a paper receiving any type of conference best-paper award at one of these venues.

In addition to publication awards, the scientific committee may also grant an annual best paper award of up to 10,000 NIS for the best paper published under the support of the center (irrespective of the venue).

Prize rules
When more than one student appears on the paper, the award will be divided evenly amongst them. “Student” refers to any member of the center who is an undergraduate student, graduate student (M.Sc. or Ph.D.) or postdoctoral fellow. Prizes will only be awarded for research that is carried out under the support of the center. The scientific committee of the center has the right to change the prize procedure and/or amounts at their discretion.